Introduction
Since the end of World War II, towns and cities across Europe have established institutionalized, border-crossing, bilateral relationships, usually referred to as town twinning. Twinned towns have since engaged with the mutual exchange of people, knowledge, and post-war urban experiences in the domains of administration, religion, science, education, sports, arts, culture, and business. 1 Today almost 40 thousand cities are involved in twinning programmes in Europe. 2 This chapter examines town twinning schemes that have emerged between urban communities in Eastern and Western Europe since the end of World War II. Whether spurred by larger European platforms of intercity collaboration or initiated by local communities themselves, many connections between cities in Western Europe and cities within the Soviet bloc (and Yugoslavia) were established from the 1940s onwards, with a manifest increase just before and after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. Many of these collaborative schemes still exist in the present day. This chapter will question how the fall of communism in Europe has impacted East-West town twinning practices. Given that '1989' coincided with some fundamental changes in urban governance with the introduction of New Public Management (NPM) at the local level and what scholars have called the emergence of entrepreneurial or neoliberal urbanism, it is interesting to see if, and to what extent, border-crossing, intercity collaborations were affected by the disappearance of the Iron Curtain. One might expect that the end of the Cold War and the concomitant removal of political or economic impediments opened up new avenues of collaboration for twinned towns on both sides of the former divide. Yet, as will be illustrated in this chapter, these new opportunities did not exclusively result in a single mode of entrepreneurial intra-European town twinning or ever-closer entanglements between cities in the (former) East and West. Adopting a loose historical institutionalist reading of post-war town twinning history, we will distinguish between a number of trajectories that East-West town twinning in Europe has undergone and discuss the extent to which 1989 proved to be a critical juncture or not. By doing so, town twinning presents itself as a promising angle with which to probe into the effects of 1989 on transnational urban collaboration.
Historiography mainly emphasizes the reconciliatory and integrative capacities of post-war town twinning projects in Europe, whereas more contemporary studies assess the significance and practices of town twinning against the backdrop of developmental aid, neoliberalism, sub-state diplomacy, and shifting geographies of globalization. As a result, town twinning as a historical 3 and transnational phenomenon tends to be analyzed in separate episodes of time, without looking at the longer histories many of these partnerships have had. Grand geopolitical or economic shifts seem to have prompted a proliferation of bilateral exchanges between cities across Europe and the globe within a particular time span, which are then superseded by another 'wave' of town twinning with a different rationale. This reading, too, is manifest in the historical studies on East-West twinnings in Europe.
What seems to be missing at large is an assessment of European twinning practices across time periods. 3 Consequently, we only have a limited understanding of how and why town twinning has developed in the long run, and what has prompted changes in its praxis. Engaging with long(er) term (institutional) continuities and changes allows for a more historical-conceptual understanding of town twinning in Europe, which transcends individual case histories and cuts across preconceived periods, that is the first post-war decades of 'association' and 'friendship'; the following period of reciprocity and exchange during the Cold War; and the commercial or neoliberal period, in which twinning was geared towards generating beneficial schemes for local businesses after 1989. 4 Taking our cue from recent literature on particular twinned town arrangements that predate the fall of the Berlin Wall, this chapter will chart how East-West town twinning practices changed after 1989, against the backdrop of the emergence of neoliberal urbanism. We do not (a priori) 4 accept a chronological typology from community-driven incentives of solidarity and friendship across the Iron Curtain to an ever more utilitarian mode of bilateralism under the aegis of neoliberalism. Rather, we present the multitude of coexisting trajectories of town twinning before and after 1989.
In order to understand how '1989' affected East-West town twinning practices, we first need to give a brief account of the conceptual meanings, the historical development, and the main interpretative frameworks in the scholarship of town twinning in Europe. Then a short historical account on the development of East-West town twinning during the Cold War will be given, followed by an empirical analysis of how twinning arrangements developed after 1989. Finally, the conclusion will discuss how we might be able to explain the different co-existing trajectories of East-West town twinning, and why it is worthwhile to look into sub-state, transnational urbanism over a longer period of time to understand the effect of 1989 on local communities in the (former) East and the West.
Conceptualizing and Historicizing Town Twinning in Europe
In order to understand the development of town twinning between the East and the West, we need a concise conceptual and historical understanding of what town twinning entailed in Cold War Europe. This section will offer this context by first presenting a conceptual outline of town twinning and then articulating the development of post-war European town twinning and the subsequent interpretative frameworks that scholarship has offered to understand its practices and aims.
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Myriad activities and endeavors have been ranked under the generic header of town twinning.
Consequently, scholarly definitions of the term range from very general to more case-specific ones, emphasizing still the 'the multidimensional and varied character of the phenomenon.' 5 However, all seem to adhere to some minimum definition of town twinning, amounting to the notion of regular exchange between towns in different countries. Yet, the nature, medium, and means of the exchange might vary, ranging from grassroots cultural or social exchanges between citizens-financially and administratively supported by municipal authorities-to top-down utilitarian or functional cooperation in the realms of trade, public administration, or services.
Andreas Langenohl proposes a functional two-tier definition that articulates, first, a relationship of exchange between cities, involving 'municipal citizens, political representatives, and [...] stakeholders in other realms of society,' but, second, also emphasizes the necessity of the 'voluntary participation of citizens in such exchange.' 6 Geographically, two types of town twinning in Europe have recently been conceptualized, that is border towns 'directly neighbouring each other' that share historical origins, and partnerships between more remote European cities. 7
Town twinning within the post-war European framework is generally interpreted by historians as part of two distinct, yet often empirically overlapping, political and urban developments. First, town twinning is considered one of many consolidations of inter-municipal exchange geared 6 towards circulating and sharing knowledge of and best practices in service delivery, administration, and the exploitation of urban utilities. Increasingly streamlined through international conferences, transnational organizations, and systemic exchanges of specific, technical knowledge through professional networks since the late nineteenth century, various intra-European town twinning projects added to this set of practices. 8 Second, various studies see European town twinning as part of European integration narratives and practices, starting with Franco-German endeavours of intercity reconciliation during the interwar period. Also some British towns connected with bombed out French towns in the 1920s. 9 After World War II these interwar experiences sustained an emerging narrative of a 'Locarno from below,' offering an alternative to the failed, state-driven attempts to ameliorate Municipalities and Regions (CEMR) claims that 'twinning is an essential part of the European project.' 11 A recent study, based on contemporary empirical analysis of intra-European twinning practices in the late twentieth century, affirms positive effects on EU support through town twinning. 12 Both interpretative frameworks of European town twinning, however, may be challenged by a third, more contemporary reading. Rather than being a vehicle for functional exchanges of urban knowledge and experience, or a promotor of the European project, town twinning became subject to, or was even a catalyst for, neoliberal urbanism since the fall of European communism.
Though the formal arrangements and rules of town twinning were, in essence, unaffected by the end of European communism, the goals, functions, and incentives of town twinning were in many cases, as will become clear in the next sections, increasingly informed by neoliberal, entrepreneurial logics. Some months before the fall of the Berlin Wall, David Harvey already conceptualized this as urban 'entrepreneurialism,' affecting the governance and political economy of late capitalist cities through public-private partnerships. 13 This entrepreneurial turn has been at the heart of critical inquiries into the 'neoliberalization' of urban governance and society for the last three decades or so. The conceptual boundaries and studied geographies of urban entrepreneurialism have been stretched beyond initial understandings of how 'Western cities' or the 'global North' have prioritized market-driven solutions to public problems, and recently scholars have begun to contextualize and differentiate varying-and sometimes contradictory-trajectories of neoliberal, entrepreneurial urban governance across the globe. 14 However, the intersection (and coincidence) of town twinning between Eastern and Western European cities; the end of European communism and the emergence of neoliberal, urban entrepreneurialism; and the ways in which they are interrelated, have not been articulated as such. Before the intersection of neoliberalism (or entrepreneurialism for that matter) and town twinning will be illustrated, we will first show how East-West town twinning schemes developed during the Cold War in Europe.
Town Twinning in Cold War Europe
The idea that transnational collaborations would promote European integration and collaboration-the 'Locarno from below' motive-was key to the emergence of intercity 
At least one twinning programme between East and West preceded anti-communist and Cold
War rhetoric and was established before geopolitical alliances became an impediment for doing so: the town twinning project between Coventry and Stalingrad (since 1961, Volgograd) was established in 1944, before the end of World War II. 17 The project was initiated by women's groups from Coventry that expressed sympathy for the devastated Russian city. The aim of reaching out to Stalingrad was to 'try and create relationships' between the two cities, which soon established them as symbols of solidarity between the East and the West. 18 The images of a war-wrecked city and memories of wartime destruction-Coventry was severely bombed in 1940, Stalingrad in late 1942-tied the local communities of these cities together, remaining dominant tropes running through the tale of the Coventry-Stalingrad/Volgograd twinning project throughout the second half of the twentieth century, according to one observer even during 'the 16 In his focus on town twinning in Cold War Britain, primarily during the period between the end of World War II and the economic crisis of the mid-1970s, Nick Clark observes that East-West twinning projects were largely organized as exchange programmes between students, workers, and sports clubs. 23 European cities that could survive disagreements between national governments and provide them with mutual security from totalitarian communism. 24 In strong contrast to civic enthusiasm for town twinning, Western local authorities saw twinning projects with 'sister cities' from Eastern Europe as a threat of a possible penetration of communist influence through the exchange programmes. 25 In general, studies on the transformation of European town twinning after the fall of communism witness a shift from predominantly cultural, humanitarian, and civic undertakings to increasingly 29 Herrschel and Newman, Cities as International Actors, 138. 30 Ugur Sadioglu and Kadir Dede, eds., Theoretical Foundations and Discussions on the Reformation Process in Local Governments (Hershey: IGI Global, 2016), 92. more functional, project-based, or potentially commercially beneficial exchanges, primarily incited by Western local authorities in the late 1990s and 2000s. 31 Other authors have witnessed a similar shift from an 'associative phase,' which is mainly about establishing friendship ties, to a 'reciprocative phase,' centering, for instance, on mutual exchanges between schools and cultural organizations, to, ultimately, a 'commercial phase.' This last phase implies the redirection of twinning programmes by local authorities in favour of local businesses (importing and exporting consumer goods) and city branding for tourism, in line with the entrepreneurial turn in urban governance since the 1990s. 32 Within the context of newly emerging markets in Central and Eastern Europe and the adaptation of former communist cities to liberal democracy and a Europeanizing and globalizing market economy, a great number of new East-West twin town arrangements were established. Particular impetus to advance and expand twinning activities between European cities previously divided by the Iron Curtain was given through the CEMR-organized conference in Poznan in 1993, and by an additional conference in the same city in the same year about Central European town twinning. 33 In general, the European Commission saw town twinning as an important instrument to promote the idea of 'Europe for citizens.' These initiatives and atttitudes rendered a new East-West 'twinning boom,' the second after the Western European one of the 1950s and 1960s. 34 Key to defining the role of municipalities within this twinning boom was an emerging notion of 'municipal foreign policy,' the idea that local communities and authorities had their own transnational sphere of trans-border exchange and dialogue alongside state-driven international relations. 35 Consequently, Western municipal actors in close collaboration with local organized interests, rather than individual citizens or voluntary associations, increasingly invested in establishing a network of foreign partners, particularly in emerging markets in Central and Eastern Europe. 36 Moreover, as recent studies have shown, many cities in EU member states nowadays use twinning as a means to organize subnational influence in supranational policymaking. 37 One might argue that this post-1989 town twinning boom is a clear effect of the coincidence of the end of European communism, the expansion of the EU, and the emergence of neoliberal urbanism and urban entrepreneurialism. Newly emerging markets, as will become clear below, were indeed an incentive for establishing new town twinning programmes, but also for the redirection of existing ones. However, not all existing East-West town twinning practices were redirected in the same way or to the same extent, if at all. The 'old' motives of exchanging 34 Grosspietsch, "More than Food," 1287. 35 worked very much in favour of Polish interests, whereas local business interests were inadequately protected from economic threats from 'the East' by the local authorities. 48 Another instance of the commercialization of town twinning practices comes to the fore in Ljubljana and its sister cities across Western and Eastern Europe. Before Slovenia's independence in 1991, Ljubljana had close connections with capital cities of the constituent republics of Yugoslavia. Its status as a regional center also allowed Ljubljana to foster twinning and cooperation partnerships with foreign cities during the 1980s. Some of these twinning projects include partnerships with Bratislava (Slovakia), Parma and Pesaro (Italy), and Leverkusen and Wiesbaden (West Germany). These projects initially relied on inter-cultural exchange between the cities, based on Ljubljana's status as a regional center within Yugoslavia and the city's aspiration to 'internationalize.' Yet, the increased accessibility of Western partners during the process of Slovenia's accession to the European Union prompted Ljubljana to 'invest' more interest into its Western European partners. Ljubljana framed its sister-city networks as a means to advance cross-border regionalization, foreign trade, and tourism, with an emphasis on establishing a firmer connection with capital cities of EU Member States by the end of the 1990s. 49 Against the backdrop of emerging entrepreneurial urbanism and, somewhat later, the eastbound expansion of the EU, these illustrations allow for interpreting the end of European communism as a critical juncture for East-West town twinning. Articulations of friendship, brotherhood, and civic rapprochement that spurred the genesis of town twinning before 1989 were superseded by new practices that stressed commercial possibilities for local enterprises. One important observation needs to be added to this though. All of these examples relate to East-West town twinning schemes that originated in the mid-or late-1980s, implying that the institutional genesis and the critical juncture of town twinning were not separated by long time spans. The lack of longevity, and thus of historically rooted practices, might explain why commercial incentives became predominant rather quickly.
Another trajectory of post-1989 town twinning presents a rather different picture and is far from exemplifying a conversion from 'Locarno from below' to 'entrepreneurialism.' For this trajectory it is hard to articulate '1989' as a critical juncture. The twinning programme between Coventry and Volgograd (1944) internal struggles in the Dutch twinning organization, exchanges were mostly initiated by the University of Groningen at first. From the mid-1990s onwards, a number of exchanges between schools and cultural associations, aid programmes (from the side of Groningen), and visits were arranged, coordinated by a local office in Murmansk and a Dutch foundation, both sponsored by the Dutch municipality of Groningen. However, formal contacts between officials from both sides remained very limited; twinning was a civic undertaking involving local voluntary associations well into the twenty-first century. 57 However, the last decade has witnessed a clear addition to the regular cultural and social activities between both communities. 58 Local Dutch investors and businessmen, supported by municipal officials, started looking into investment opportunities in Murmansk. Two seemingly separate sets of practices have since developed within the twinning programme: one still entailing exchanges geared towards the promotion of human rights, education, cultural life, and health; and one which centers on internationalizing local trade and business (particularly from the Dutch side) by means of public-private partnerships. The latter exchanges have recently focused on transport, sustainable energy production, chemical industry, dredging work, and tourism. 59 As this twinning programme originates from the late 1980s, it is still possible to see how '1989' was a critical juncture, in the sense that in its formative stage the civic-cultural practices 25 solidarity and friendship, and culminates in post-1989 neoliberal entrepreneurialism is too simplistic and reifying. The dual narrative that has underpinned post-war European town twinning since its inception (i.e. functional exchange of knowledge and fostering friendship ties à la 'Locarno from below') may continue to be recognized in many instances.
If we want to explain how '1989' produced diverging trajectories of East-West town twinning, a few observations may be made. Exceptions noted, town twinning programmes that started in the twenty-five years after 1944 on the basis of mutual friendship, solidarity, and rapprochement ('Locarno from below'), and which have endured Cold War antagonisms, seem less conducive to become 'commercialized' town twinning schemes. They are best described by institutional drift: the practices, customs, and rules remain largely unaffected by the new circumstances after 1989.
In contrast, and still taking into account hybrid variants (e.g. Groningen-Murmansk, Brno-Rennes), twinning schemes that started during the era of Cold War thaw and glasnost in the 1980s, show a remarkable institutional conversion. Here the 'Locarno from below' motive is at best a subtext for fostering mutual business and commercial opportunities after 1989. Twinning arrangements increasingly involved expectations of economic reciprocity and benefit that were inconceivable before the fall of communism in Europe. Existing town twinning frameworks, most notably-and predominantly-in Western twin cities, were redeployed to foster economic opportunities for local stakeholders. Institutional change in these cases amounts to conversion; the initial goals, effects, and incentives of twinning were transformed under the aegis of urban entrepreneurialism in Europe.
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However, some reservation needs to made in pointing to these different trajectories of post-war East-West town twinning and the related historical-institutionalist explanations. Empirical evidence shows that 'Locarno from below' and 'entrepreneurialism' are not mutually exclusive in post-1989 town twinning practices. More in-depth archival and empirical research might reveal that these and other motives have been constitutive throughout the post-1989 decades, although very limitedly in some cases. Follow-up research needs to inquire into the conditions, contexts, and circumstances under which East-West town twinning practices and experiences have been affected by 1989. Studying the impact of the fall of European communism and the emergence of neoliberal logic in public administration and political economy through the lens of intercity collaborations is imperative to understand how and why 1989 created a new European landscape of interconnected local communities and actors.
